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Current Temperature and Altitude (continued)
- Pressing and releasing POWER will increase the current temperature setting by 5
degrees; press MODE to save the appropriate setting and move to the current altitude
input.
- Pressing and releasing POWER will increase the current altitude by 500 feet.
- To save current settings let the rangefinder automatically power-down (20 seconds)
or simply press and hold MODE for at least 1 second.

Club Selector
- When activated, the Club Selector recommends the proper iron for the current
distance, shot angle, environmental conditions, and multiple other factors.
- TGR must be activated to use the Club Selector
- To activate the Club Selector:
- Activate TGR
- Input current temperature and altitude; then press MODE
- While the Club Selector icon is flashing, press and release POWER until the icon is
displayed steadily and the word “ON” is shown in the bottom display.
- Specific striking distances for your 8-iron, 6-iron, and 4-iron must be input prior
to initial use
- To input specific striking distances:
- Activate the Club Selector and press MODE.
- The last saved distance for an 8-iron shot will be displayed; press and release
POWER until the appropriate distance is displayed; then press MODE.
- Follow the same procedure for your 6-iron and 4-iron striking distances.
- You will be asked to input the proper temperature and altitude at which each
distance was obtained. Follow the same procedure using POWER to change the
setting and MODE to advance to the next step. Accurately entering this
information will tell your GX-2 how to properly adjust for current conditions.

Prism lock
- Many courses have highly reflective prisms included in key course features. These
prisms provide your GX rangefinder with an extremely intense return signal, allowing it
to lock onto the prism quickly and provide instant feedback that you have accurately
ranged the intended target. When using scan mode to range a course feature with
integral prisms, your GX rangefinder will produce and audible beep and the lock icon
will be shown in the lower left portion of the display. Prism Lock is always activated
and will automatically detect the presence of prisms in course features. Part #: 65257
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